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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR IMPROVED CHARACTER

RECOGNITION IN DISTORTED IMAGES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application claims the benefit of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 61/433,544, filed

January 18, 201 which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This patent application relates generally to the f eld of character recognition and, in particular, to

statistical methods for recognizing characters in distorted images.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Optical character recognition (OCR) systems are employed in many fields and settings to identify

characters w ithin one or more i mages. For exa mple, optica I charact er r ecognition is co mmonly

implemented for license plate recognition.

While known OCR systems are often capable of generating accurate recognition results when the

characters be ing identified appear prominently and clearly within the i mages being processed, such

systems are far less accurate when processing i mages of sub-optimal quality . For instance, it can be

appreciated that many common scenarios can arise that result in an image (such as an i mage of a license

plate) being distorted in o ne or more ways (due to the effects of motion, lighting inconsistencies, etc.).

As such, existing OCR systems are frequently faced with distorted images that such systems are unable to

process accurately. In sue h situations, these sy stems either a) process such images inac curately orb)

abstain fro m processing such i mages (thereby requ iring either a human ope rator to perform manual

recognition of the image, or else not performing any recognition of the image).

It is with respect to these and other considerations that the disclosure made herein is presented.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Technologies are presented herein in support of a sy stem and method for recognizing char acters

within a dist orted image. According t o a first asp ect, a method for recognizing one or more characters

within a distorted image using a co mputing device is provided. The method includes rendering, with a

processor executing code, an i mitation image, apply ing one or more distortion m odels to the im itation

image, thereby generating a distorted imitation i mage, comparing the distorted im itation image with th e



distorted image in order to co mpute a similarity between the distorted imitation image and the distorted

image, and identifying the characters based on the similarity.

According to another aspect, a method for recognizing one or m ore characters within a distorted

image using a computing device is provided. The method includes rendering, with a processor executing

code, an imitation image, the imitation image comprising a simulation of the distorted image, comparing

the imitation image with the distorted image by (i) simulating a distortion of the imitation image, and (ii)

computing a si milarity between the dist orted simulation of the imitation im age and the distorted image,

and identifying the characters based on the similarity.

According to y et another aspect, a method for recognizing one or more ch aracters with in a

distorted image using a com puting device is provided. The method includes rendering, with a processor

executing code, an im itation im age, appl ying at le ast a first distortion m odel to the im itation im age,

thereby generating an initially distorted imitation image, comparing the initially distorted imitation image

with the distorted image by (i) simulating a further distortion of the initially distorted imitation image, the

further distortion comprising at least a second distortion m odel, and (ii) com puting a sim ilarity between

the further distortion of the initially distorted imitation image and the distorted image, and identifying the

characters based on the similarity.

According to another aspect, a method for processing a distorted data element u sing a computing

device is provided. The method includes receiving the distorted data element, rendering, with a processor

executing code, a pluralit y of im itation data ele ments, each of t he imitation data elements comprising a

unique undistorted simulation of the distorted data element, determining one or more distortion models to

be applied to each of the imitation data ele ments, the one or m ore distortion models being applied based

on at least one of: (i) metadata that corresponds to the distorted data elemen t, (ii) a processing of the

distorted data ele ment in order to deter mine one or more distortion ty pes present in the distorted data

element, and (iii) a processing of one or more data elements related to the distorted data element in order

to determine one or more distortion types present in the one or more data elements related to the distorted

data element, applying the one or m ore distortion models to each of the imitation data elements, thereby

generating a plurality of distorted i mitation data elements, comparing each of the distorted i mitation data

elements wit h the distorted data el ement in orde r to co mpute a si milarity between each respe ctive

distorted im itation data e lement and t he distorte d data ele ment, co mparing each of the co mputed

similarities with one another in order to identify a most accurate simulation, and outputting at least on e

of: each of the computed similarities and the most accurate simulation.

According to y et anot her aspect, a method for processing a distorted data element using a

computing device is provided. The method includes receiving the distorted data element, ren dering, with

a processor executing code, a plurality of im itation data ele ments, each of the im itation data ele ments

comprising a unique undistorted sim ulation ofthe distorted data ele ment, deter mining at least a first

distortion model and a second distortion model to be applied to each of the im itation data elements based



on at least one of: (i) metadata that corresponds to the distorted data elemen t, (ii) a processing of the

distorted data ele ment in order to deter mine one or more distort ion ty pes present in the distorted data

element, and (iii) a processing of one or more data elements related to the distorted data element in order

to determine one or more distortion types present in the one or more data elements related to the distorted

data element, apply ing at least the first distortion model to each of the im itation data ele ments, thereby

generating a plurality of initially di storted i mitation data elemen ts, co mparing each of the plurality of

initially distorted im itation data elements with the distorted data elem ent by (i) simulating a respective

further distortion of each of the initially distorted imitation data elements, the respective further distortion

comprising at least the second distortion model, and (ii) co mputing a si milarity between each respective

further distortion of each of the initially distorted imitation data elements and th e distorted data element,

based on the comparing, computing a similarity between each respective further distortion of each of the

initially distorted imitation data elements and the distorted data element, comparing each of the computed

similarities with one another in order to identify a most accurate simulation, and outputting at least on e

of: each of the computed similarities and the most accurate simulation.

According to another aspect, a method for processing a distorted data element u sing a computing

device is provided. The method includes receiving the distorted data element, rendering, with a processor

executing code, a pluralit y of im itation data ele ments, each of t he imitation data elements comprising a

unique undistorted simulation of the distorted data element, determining one or more distortion models to

be applied to each of the imitation data ele ments, the one or m ore distortion models being applied based

on at least one of: (i) metadata that corresponds to the distorted data elemen t, (ii) a processing of the

distorted data ele ment in order to deter mine one or more distort ion ty pes present in the distorted data

element, and (iii) a processing of one or more data elements related to the distorted data element in order

to determine one or more distortion types present in the one or more data elements related to the distorted

data element, applying the one or m ore distortion m odels to each of the im itation data elements, thereby

generating a plurality of distorted i mitation data elements, comparing each of the distorted i mitation data

elements with the distorted data element in order to generate a composite similarity between the distorted

imitation data elements and the distorted data element, and outputting at least the composite similarity.

According to y et another aspect, a s ystem is provided. The system inclu des one or m ore

processors configured to interact wit h a co mputer-readable medium in or der to perform operations

including rendering, with a processor executing code, an imitation image, the imitation image comprising

a simulation of a distorted im age having one or more characters, applying one or more distortion models

to the imitation image, thereby generating a distor ted imitation image, comparing the distorted imitation

image with the distorted image in order to compute a similarity between the distorted imitation image and

the distorted image, and identifying the characters based on the similarity.

According to y et another aspect, a s ystem is provided. The system inclu des one or m ore

processors configured to interact wit h a co mputer-readable medium in or der to perform operations



including receiving a distorted data ele ment, rende ring, with a processor executing code, a plurality of

imitation data elements, determining one or more distortion models to be applied to each of the i mitation

data elements based on at least one of: ( i) metadata that corresponds to the distorted data element, (ii) a

processing of the distorted data element in order to deter mine one or more distortion types present in th e

distorted data element, and (iii) a processing of one or more data elements rel ated to the distorted data

element in order to deter mine one or more distorti on ty pes present in the o ne or more data el ements

related to the distorted data ele ment, applying the one or more distortion models to each of the im itation

data elements, thereby generating a plurality of distorted imitation data elements, co mparing each of the

distorted imitation data elements with the distorted data element in order to compute a si milarity between

each respective distorted imitation data element and the distorted data element, comparing each of the

computed similarities with one another in order to identify a most accurate simulation, and outputting at

least one of: each of the computed similarities and the most accurate simulation.

According to another aspect, a co mputer storage medium encoded with a com puter program is

provided. The program includes instructions that when executed by a data processing apparatus cause the

data processing apparatus to perform operations including rendering an im itation image, applying one or

more distortion models to the imitation image, thereby generating a distorted imitation image, co mparing

the distorted i mitation image with t he distorted i mage in order to co mpute a si milarity between the

distorted imitation image and the distorted image, and identifying the characters based on the similarity.

According to yet another aspect, a computer storage medium encoded with a computer program is

provided. The program includes instructions that when executed by a data processing apparatus cause the

data processing apparatus to perform operations including receiving a dist orted data element, rendering a

plurality of imitation data elements, each of the im itation data elements co mprising a unique undistorted

simulation of the distorted data element, determining one or more distortion models to be applied to each

of the imitation data elements based on at least one of : (i) metadata that corresponds to the distorted data

element, (ii) a processing of the distorted data el ement in order to determ ine one or more distortion types

present in the distorted data el ement, and (iii) a pro cessing of one or more data elements related to the

distorted data element in order to determine one or more distortion types present in the one or m ore data

elements related to the dis torted data ele ment, applying the one or more distortion m odels to each of the

imitation data elements, t hereby generating a plurality of distort ed imitation data element s, co mparing

each of the distorted im itation data el ements with the distorted data ele ment in order to co mpute a

similarity between each respective distorted im itation data element and the distorted data element,

comparing each of the com puted si milarities with one another in order to identify a most accurat e

simulation, and outputting at least one of: each of the com puted si milarities and the most accurate

simulation.

These and other aspe cts, features, and advantages c an be apprec iated from the accompanying

description of certain embodiments of the invention and the accompanying drawing figures and claims.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a high-level diagram illustrating an exemplary configuration of a recognition system;

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram showing a r outine th at il lustrates a broad aspect of a method for

recognizing one or more characters within a distorte d image in accordance with at least one em bodiment

disclosed herein; and

FIGS. 3-5 illustrate vario us exem plary scenarios in which the methods and sy stems described

herein are implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

By wa of overview and introducti on, various systems and methods are descr ibed herein t hat

enable improved recognition of various types of distorted data elements or files, such as distorted images.

It can be appreciated that conventional OCR techniques are often inadequate or useless when applied t o

images wher e considerabl e distortion (e.g., blur and/ or com pression) is pres ent. Accord ingly, sue h

distorted im ages are processed inaccur ately or not processed at all (without at least substantial user

intervention). Moreover, in many cases such distor ted elements are effectively entirely unintelligible,

such that even a hum an reviewing such im ages is entirely incapable of recognizing an y characters (or

other such features) present within the distorted data element, such as a distorted image.

In an effort to im prove recognition of such di storted images, the systems and methods described

herein enable a series of operations whereby one or more estimations/identifications of various characters

present within a distorted image c an be attempted. These estimations/identifications can then be rendered

in a manner that attempt s to si mulate how the di storted im age might have appeared, if not for the

distortion.

Certain further determinations can be made with regard to the distorted image, such as attempting

to identify the various ty pes of distorti on present w ithin the image(s). Corresponding models of such

distortion(s) can subsequently be applied to the si mulated image. In doing so, the present systems and

methods essentially attempt to reconstruct a distorted image that is as close as possible to the original

distorted image.

Having distorted the si mulated i mage, the results of this distortion can be co mpared to the

original distorted image. In the event that the simulated image as distorted is highly similar to the original

distorted image, a deter mination can be made that characters present in the simulated image are also

present in the distorted i mage. Thus, despite star ting with an e ssentially uni ntelligible/unrecognizable

distorted image, the present sy stems and methods can enable accurate recognition even of such distorted

images.



The following detailed description is directed to systems and methods for recognizing one or

more characters within a distorted i age. The re ferenced systems and methods are now described more

fully with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which one or more illustrated embodiments and/or

arrangements of the s ystems and methods are shown. The s ystems and methods are not limited in any

way to the illustrated em bodiments and/or arra ngements as the illustrated em bodiments and/or

arrangements described below are merely exemplary of the systems and methods, which can be embodied

in various form s, as appreciated by one skilled in the art. Therefore, it is to be understood t hat a ny

structural and functional details disclosed herein ar e not to be interpreted as lim iting the sy stems and

methods, but rather are provided as a r epresentative embodiment and/or arrangem ent for teaching one

skilled in the art one or more ways to implement the systems and methods. Accordingly, aspects of the

present systems and methods can take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software

embodiment (including f irmware, resi dent software, micro-code, etc.), or an em bodiment co mbining

software and hardware. One of skill in the art can appreciate that a software process can be transfor med

into an equi valent hardware structure, and a hard ware structure can itself be transfor med into an

equivalent software proc ess. Thus, the selection of a hardware i mplementation versus a softwa re

implementation is one of design choice and left to th e implementer. Furthermore, the terms and phrases

used herein are not i ntended to be lim iting, but rather are to provide an understandable description of t he

systems and methods.

The ter ms " distorted im age," "distorted im ages," a nd "distorted image(s) " a s used herein are

intended to encompass o ne or m ore visual representations or files (sue h as co mputer readable

picture/video files and/or video/image streams, such as those in the JPEG and MPEG format) that contain,

reflect, and/or exhibit one or more distortions. Su ch distortion s include, but are not limited to, any

phenomenon, factor, model, and/or compression that cause an image, whether directly or indirectly, to be

depicted and/or viewed in a sub-optimal fashion. In certain scenarios, such distortions result in one or

more charact ers enco mpassed within an image to be distorted. Exam pies o f such distorted im age(s)

include, but are not limited to, images containing blur (due to camera blur, motion or other reasons), lossy

compression, interlacing, pixelization, image noise, atmospheric turbulence, and/or quantization.

The terms "distorted data element," "distorted data elements," and "distorted data ele ment(s)" as

used herein are intended to encom pass one or more items or files (such as computer readable files and/or

streams, sue h as those in practically any form at such as au dio signals/files and three-di mensional

models/files) that contain, reflect, and/or exhibit one or more distortions. Such distortions include, but are

not limited to, any phenomenon, factor , model, and/or com pression that cause a data element, whether

directly or indirectly , to be depicted, presented, pr ojected, percei ved, and/or viewed in a sub-optimal

fashion. In certain sc enarios, such distortions r esult in one or more aspe cts or features encompassed

within an ite m or file to be distorted. Examples of such distorted data elem ent(s) include, but are not

limited to, audio signals/fi les containing one way deterministic distortion(s) (e.g., compression), and/or



volume / noise distortion s and three-dimensional models/files containing blur and/or com pression

distortions.

The terms "character," "characters," and "character(s)" as used herein are inte nded to encompass

one or more symbols, letters (e.g., alphabetical characters), numbers, digits, logos, designs, shapes, and/or

graphics, including but not limited to those custo marily used in for ming one or more sequences, strings,

groupings and/or combinations of o ne or m ore of su ch symbols, letters, nu mbers, digits, 1ogos, designs,

shapes, and/or graphics, such as in various langua ges and/or convention s such as those used for

identification purposes (e.g., a license plate standard).

The terms "i mitation image," "i mitation im ages," and "im itation im age(s)" as used herein are

intended to e ncompass one or more visual representations or files (such as computer readable picture or

video files) t hat reflect information present in (or thought to be present in) another i mage, such as a

distorted image. In certai n implementations, such imitation i mages incorporate one or m ore simulated

characters. Such simulated characters preferably correspond to characters pr esent in (or t hought to be

present in) another im age, such as a distorted im age. Stated differently, im itation images are preferably

images that r eflect a simulation of the visual cont ent present in ( or thought to be present i n) another

image, such as a distorted image, in a manner that endeavors to factor out, to the greatest degree possible,

the impact of various distortions at work in the distorted image.

The term s "distortion t ype," "distortion t ypes," and "distorti on t ype(s)" as used herein are

intended to encompass o ne or m ore types of distortion that c an be determined, identified, and/or

perceived in a particular image or images, such as in a distorted image. Examples of such distortion types

include, b ut are not limited to, blur (arising, fo r exam pie, due to cam era blur or motion), lossy

compression, interlacing, pixelization, image noise, atmospheric turbulence, and quantization.

The terms "distortion model," "distortion m odels," and "distortion m odel(s)" as used herei n are

intended to encompass one or more models which, when applied to a particular image or images, result in

such image being distorted in one or m ore particular way(s). In certain implementations, such distortion

models preferably correspond to distortion types. Thus, for example, a blur distortion model can impose

certain types of blur in an i mage, while a compression model can impose certain types of compression in

an image. Examples of such compression types include, but are not limited to, JPEG, H.264, MPEG, etc.

Moreover, in certain i mplementations various distortion param eters and/or parameter sets can dictate the

degree and/or nature of a particular distortion m odel or models. For exam pie, a distortion parameter can

dictate the degree to which the blur model and/or the compression model is to be applied to a particular

image (that is, how much and/or in what manner the i mage i s to be blurred and/or c ompressed).

Additionally, in certain im plementations a single distortion m odel can enco mpass multiple individual

distortion model(s) and/or distortion parameter(s). For example, a single distortion model can be defined

and or determined such t hat the distortion m odel i ncorporates a specific degree of blur a nd a specific

degree of compression.



The ter ms "rendering para meters," "si mulation parameters," and "ren dering/simulation

parameters" as used herein are intended to encompass one or more items, models, and/or values that can

be considered and/or utilized during the process of rendering and/or simulating one or more images, such

as in the manner described in detail he rein. Such para meters are preferably estimated and/or identified

through the processing of one or more distorted im ages, as will also be described in detail herein. In

various scenarios, such pa rameters can be present with in, reflected by , and/or related to such distorted

images. Exa mples of such para meters include but are not lim ited to: estimations of one or m ore

characters within a distort ed image (e.g., obtained via known OCR methods), metadata (e.g., time, date,

and/or location inform ation relating to the distorte d image), conditions and/or characteristi cs present in

distorted im age(s) 183 (e.g., fonts, sizes, shapes, colors, orientations, bac kground patt erns, and/or

information/data on the surroundings of the charac ters, such as borders surrounding th e characters,

adjacent symbols of a known shape and or the background of the characters, etc.).

An exem plary com puter sy stem is shown as a block diagram in FIG. 1 which is a high-1 evel

diagram illustrating an exem plary conf iguration of a recognition sy stem 100. In one arr angement,

computing device 105 can be a personal computer or server. In other implementations, computing device

105 can be a tablet com puter, a lapto p com puter, or a m obile device/smartp hone, though it sho uld be

understood that computing device 105 of recognition system 100 can be practically any computing device

and/or data processing apparatus capable of embodying the systems and/or methods described herein.

Computing device 105 of recognition sy stem 100 includes a circuit board 140, such as a

motherboard, which is operatively connected to various hardware and software components that serve to

enable operation of the re cognition system 100. T he circuit board 140 is operatively connected to a

processor 1 0 and a memory 120. Processor 110 serves to execute instructions for softwar e that can be

loaded into memory 120. Processor 110 can be a num ber of processors, a multi-processor core, or so me

other t ype of processor, depending on the particular i mplementation. Furthe r, processor 110 can be

implemented using a number of hetero geneous processor sy stems in which a main processor is present

with secondary processors on a single chip. As a nother illustrative exam pie, processor 110 can be a

symmetric multi-processor system containing multiple processors of the same type.

Preferably, memory 120 and/or storage 190 ar e accessible by processor 110, thereby enabling

processor 110 to receive and execute instructions stor ed on memory 120 and/or on storage 190. Mem ory

120 can be, f or example, a random access memory (RAM) or any other suitabl e volatile or non-volatile

computer readable storage medium. In addition, memory 120 can be fixed or rem ovable. Storage 190

can take various form s, d epending o n the particul ar im plementation. For ex ample, storage 190 can

contain one or more components or devices such as a hard drive, a flash memory, a rewr itable optical

disk, a rewritable magnetic tape, or so me combination of the above. Storage 190 also can be fixed or

removable.



One or m ore software modules 130 are encoded in storage 1 0 and/or i n memory 120. The

software modules 130 can com prise o ne or m ore software program s or applications having com puter

program code or a set of instructions executed in processor 110. Such com puter progra m code or

instructions for carry ing out operations for aspects of the sy stems and methods disclosed h erein can be

written in any com bination of one or more pr ogramming languages, including an obje ct oriented

programming language such as Java, Smalltalk, C++, Python, and JavaScript or the like and conventional

procedural pr ogramming languages, such as the "C " programm ing lang uage or sim ilar programming

languages. The program code can execute entirely o n computing device 105, partly on computing device

105, as a stand-alone software package, partly on co mputing device 105 and partly on a rem ote

computer/device, or entirely on the remote com puter/device or server. In the latter scenario, the rem ote

computer can be connected to co mputing device 105 through any type of network, including a local area

network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the connection can be made to an external computer

(for example, through the Internet 160 using an Internet Service Provider).

One or more software modules 130, includin g program code/instructions, are located in a

functional form on one or more computer readable storage devices (such as mem ory 120 and/or storage

190) that can be selectively rem ovable. The software modules 130 can be 1oaded onto or transferred to

computing device 105 for execution by processor 110. It can also be said that the pr ogram code of

software modules 130 and one or more computer readable storage devices (such as memory 120 and/ or

storage 190) form a computer program product that can be manufactured and/or distributed in accordance

with the present invention, as is known to those of ordinary skill in the art.

It should be understood th at in some illustrative embodiments, one or more of software modules

130 can be downloaded over a network to storage 190 from another device or system via communication

interface 150 for use within recognition sy stem 100. Fo r instance, program code stored in a co mputer

readable storage device in a server can be downlo aded over a network from the server to recognition

system 100.

Preferably, i ncluded am ong the software modules 130 is a recognition appli cation 170 that is

executed by processor 110. Duri ng execution of the software modules 130, and specifically the

recognition a pplication 1 70, the proce ssor 110 con figures the circuit board 140 to perfo rm variou s

operations relating to char acter recognition with co mputing device 105, as will be described in greater

detail below. It should be understood that while software modules 130 and/or recognition application 170

can be em bodied in an y number of com puter executable formats, in certain implementations software

modules 130 and/or recognition application 170 com prise one or more applications that are configured t o

be executed at computing device 105 in conjunction with one or more applications or 'apps' executing at

remote devices, such as computing device(s) 115A-N (collectively computing devices 115) and/or one or

more view ers such a s i nternet browsers and or proprietary applications. Further more, in certain

implementations, software modules 130 and/or recogniti on application 170 can be configured to execute



at the request or selection of a user of one of co mputing devices 115 (or any ot her such user having t he

ability to execute a program in relation to com puting device 105, such as a network ad ministrator), while

in ot her im plementations co mputing device 05 can be co nfigured to aut omatically execute software

modules 130 and/or recognition application 170, wit hout requiring an affirm ative request to execute. It

should also b e noted that while FIG. 1 depicts memory 120 oriented on circuit board 140, i n an alternate

arrangement, memory 120 can be operatively connected to the circuit board 140. In addition, it should be

noted that ot her information and/ or data relevant to the operatio n of the pres ent systems and methods

(such as databases 180 and/or 182) can also be stored on storage 190, as will be discussed in greater detail

below.

A co mmunication interface 150 is also opera tively conne ctedto cir cuit board 140.

Communication interface 150 can be any interface t hat enables communication between the computing

device 105 and external devices, machines and/or elements. Preferably , communication interface 150

includes, but is not limited to, a modem, a Network Interface Card (NIC), an integrated network interface,

a radio frequency trans mitter/receiver (e.g., Bluet ooth, cellul ar, NFC), a satellite communication

transmitter/receiver, an infrared port, a USB connection, and/or any other such interfaces fo r connecting

computing device 105 to other co mputing devices and/or communication networks such as the Internet.

Such connec tions can include a wired connection or a wireless connection (e.g. using the 802. 1

standard) though it shoul d be un derstood t hat communication inte rface 150 can be pr actically any

interface that enables communication to/from the circuit board 140.

At various p oints during the operation of recogniti on system 100, computing device 10 5 can

communicate with one or more computing devices 15A-N (collectively com puting devices 115) . The

computing devices 15 transmit and/or receive data to/from the computing device 105, thereby preferably

initiating maintaining, and/or enhancing the operation of the recognition system 100, as will be described

in greater detail below. It should be unders tood t hat com puting devices 115 can be in dir ect

communication with computing device 105, i ndirect communication with computing device 105, an d or

can be co mmunicatively coordinated w ith computing device 105, as will be described in greater detail

below. While co mputing device 115 can be practi cally an y device cap able of co mmunication with

computing device 105, in the preferred embodiment computing device 115 is a personal computer, server,

handheld/portable computer, smartphone, personal di gital assistant (PDA), tablet com puter, and or any

other such com puting device that is capable of tr ansmitting and/or receiving data to/from computing

device 105. It should also be appreciated that in many implementations, computing device 115 will be

substantially identical, from a structural and functional perspective, to computing device 105.

It should be noted that while FIG. 1 depicts recognition s ystem 100 with respect to co mputing

devices 115A-N, it should be understood that any num ber of computing devices can interact with the

recognition system 100 in the manner described herein. It should be further understood that a substantial

number of the operations described herein are initiated by and/or performed in relation to such computing



devices 115. For exam pie, as refer enced above, su ch computing devices 115 can execute applications

and/or viewers which request and/or receive data from computing device 105, substantially in the manner

described in detail herein.

In certain im plementations, one or more exte rnal databases and/or servers 182 are also in

communication with computing device 105. As will be described in greater detail below, database/server

182 is preferably a co mputing and/or storage device , and/or a p lurality of com puting and/or storage

devices, that contain(s) inform ation, such as distor ted i mage(s) 183, m etadata/prior data 184, related

image(s) 185, im itation image(s) 186 and distortio n model(s) 187 that can b e relevant to the character

recognition performed b y com puting device 105 as d escribed in detail herein. Such external

databases/servers 182 are in addition to the internal or local database 180 of co mputing device 105. It

should be understood that database s 180 and 182 can, in many cases, contai n si milar, co mplimentary,

and/or identi cal information. The pri mary distinction between database 180 and database 182 is that

database 180 is local to com puting device 105 (thus not requiring additional co mmunication to access)

while database 182 is external and thus requir es communication between computing device 105 and

database/server 182 in order to access t he data stored therein. It should be noted that, as described in

detail below, recognition system 100 can be configured such that various items (such as distorted images

183) can be stored at one location (such as at data base 182), while various other related it ems (such as

imitation images 186) can be stored at a second location (such as at database 180), as will be described in

greater detail below.

At this junct ure it should be noted that in certa in implementations, such as the one depict ed in

FIG. 1, computing devices 115 and/or database/ server 182 can be in periodic or ongoing communication

with computing device 105 thorough a computer network such as the Internet 160. Though not shown, it

should be understood that in certain other implementations, computing devices 115 and/or database/server

182 can be i n periodic or ongoing direct communication with c omputing device 105, such as thro ugh

communications interface 150.

In the description that follows, certai n em bodiments and/or arrangem ents are described with

reference to acts and symbolic representations of opera tions that are perform ed by one or m ore devices,

such as the recognition s ystem 100 of FIG. 1. As such, it will be understood that such acts and

operations, which are at times referred to as being computer-executed or computer-implemented, include

the manipulation by processor 110 of electrical si gnals representing data in a structured form . Thi s

manipulation transforms the data and/ or m aintains them at locations in the mem ory s ystem of th e

computer (su ch as memory 1 20 and/or storage 190) , which reconfigures and/or otherwise alters the

operation of the sy stem in a manner understood by those skilled in the art. The data structures in which

data are maintained are phy sical locations of the m emory that have particular properties defined b y the

format of the data. However, while an embodiment is being described in the foregoing co ntext, it is no t

meant to provide architectural lim itations to the manner in which different em bodiments can be



implemented. The different illustrative em bodiments can be im plemented in a sy stem including

components in addition t o or in place of those illustrated for the recognit ion s ystem 100. Other

components shown in FIG. 1 can be varied fro m the illustrative exam pies shown. The different

embodiments can be implemented using any hardware device or system capable of running program code.

In another ill ustrative example, recognition s ystem 100 can take the form of a hardware unit that has

circuits that are manufactured or configured for a particular use. This t ype of hardware can perform

operations without needing program code to be loade d into a memory from a computer readable storage

device to be configured to perform the operations.

For example, computing device 105 can take the form of a circuit system, an application specific

integrated circuit (ASIC), a programmable logic de vice, or s ome other suitable t ype of hardware

configured t o perform a num ber of operations. With a pro grammable logic device, t he device is

configured to perform the number of operations. The devi ce can be reconfigured at a later ti me or can be

permanently configured to perform the number of operations. Examples of programmable logic devices

include, for example, a programmable logic array, programmable array logic, a field programmable logic

array, afiel d programmable gate array, and othe r suitable hardware de vices. With this type of

implementation, software modules 130 can be om itted because the processes for t he different

embodiments are implemented in a hardware unit.

In still another illustrative exam pie, co mputing device 105 can be im plemented using a

combination of processors found in com puters and hardware units. Processor 110 can have a nu mber of

hardware units and a number of processors that are configured to execute software modules 130. 1n this

example, so me of the pr ocessors can be i mplemented in the num ber of h ardware unit s, while othe r

processors can be implemented in the number of processors.

In another e xample, a bus sy stem can be im plemented and can be com prised of o ne or more

buses, such as a sy stem bus or an i nput/output bus. Of course, the bus system can be im plemented using

any suitable type of architecture that p rovides fora transfer of data between different co mponents or

devices attached to the bus sy stem. Additionally, communications interface 150 can include one or more

devices used to transmit and receive data, such as a modem or a network adapter.

Embodiments and/or arrangements can be described in a general context of computer-executable

instructions, such as program modules, being ex ecuted b y a com puter. Generally, pro gram modules

include routines, programs, objects, co mponents, data structures, etc., that pe rform particu lar tasks or

implement particular abstract data types.

It should be further understood that while the various computing devices and machines referenced

herein, including butnot lim ited to co mputing device 105, com puting devices 1 15A-N, and

database/server 182 are referred to herein as indi vidual/single devices and/or m achines, in certai n

implementations the referenced devices and machines, and their as sociated and/or a ccompanying



operations, features, and/or functionaliti es can be ar ranged or othe rwise employed across any number of

devices and/or machines, such as over a network connection, as is known to those of skill in the art.

The operation of the recognition sy stem 100 and the various elements and co mponents described

above will be further appreciated with reference to the method for recognizing one or more characters

within a distorted image as described below, in conjunction with FIGS. 2-5.

Turning now to FIG. 2, a flow diagram is described showing a routine 200 that illustrates a broad

aspect of a method for recognizing one or more characters within a distorted image in accordance with at

least one embodim ent disclosed herein. It shoul d be appreciated that several of the 1 ogical operations

described herein are i mplemented (1) as a sequence of computer implemented acts or program modules

running on recognition system 100 and/or (2) as interc onnected machine logic circuits or circuit m odules

within the r ecognition s ystem 100. The im plementation is a matter of choice dependent on th e

requirements of the device (e.g., size, energy, consumption, performance, etc.). Accordingly, the logical

operations de scribed herein are referre d to variously as operations, steps, structural devices, acts, or

modules. As referenced above, various of these ope rations, steps, structural devices, acts an d modules

can be i mplemented in software, in firmwar e, in special purpose digital logic, and any com bination

thereof. It should also be appreciated that more or fewer operations can be per formed than shown in the

figures and described here in. These operations can also be perf ormed in a different order than those

described herein.

It should be noted that routine 200 wil 1be described with ongoing reference to FIGS. 3-5 which

depict severa 1exe mplary scenarios tha t dem onstrate various of the ele ments and processe s referred to

herein. For example, FIG. 3 depicts a scenario wherein a single distorted image 183 is recognized, while

FIGS. 4-5 depict scenarios where multiple distorted images 183 are processed.

The process begins at step 205 where processor 110 executing one or more of software modules

130, including, preferably , recognition module 170, configures computing device 105 to receive one or

more distorted im age(s) 183, such as into m emory 120. Itcer tain im plementations, sue h distorted

image(s) 183 can be recei ved from computing devices 115 and/or database 182 via network 160, and/or

from database 180. For example, a remote device (e.g., computing devices 115 or a remote image capture

device such as a security cam era) can transm it o ne or m ore images to com puting device 105 fo r

processing. Exam pies of such distorted image(s) 83 are depicted in FIGS. 3-5 which depict various

exemplary distorted image(s) 183 whic h reflect highly distorted images of automobile license plates. It

should be noted that FIG. 3 depicts a single distorted image 183 while FIGS. 4-5 depict multiple distorted

image(s) 183. It should also be understood that v arious infor mation and/o r data relatin g to distorte d

image(s) 183 can also be received, including but not lim ited to m etadata/prior data 184 and related

image(s) 185.



At step 210, processor 110 executing one or more of software modules 130, including, preferably,

recognition module 170, configures co mputing d evice 105 to identif y and /or estim ate one or m ore

rendering/simulation parameter s that are present in a nd/or reflected by distorted i mage(s) 183. For

example, in certain im plementations distorted image( s) 83 can be analyzed and an i nitial estimation of

the identit y of the characters 181 pr esent in the di storted im age(s) 183 can be m ade b y em ploying

conventional OCR techniques on the distorted im age(s) 183, as is known to those of ordinary skill in the

art. By way of illustration, it can be appreciated that each of the various distorted images 183 depicted in

FIGS. 3-5 contain m ultiple characters 181, though the identity of such characters may not be readil y

apparent. In other implementations, the characters in the distorted image(s) 183 can be iden tified and/or

estimated using con ventional OCR techniques in conj unction w ith prior dat a 184 hat r elates to the

characters an d/or the distorted i mage ( e.g., a license plate standa rd that dictates that a lice nse plate i s

made up of seven characters or num bers), and or metadata that relates to the character s and/or the

distorted image (e.g., time, date, and or location information relating to t he distorted image 183 that can

indicate that a particular license plate st andard is more likely to be present in the distorted i mage 183,

image resolution inform ation, inform ation pertainin g to the particular equipment or camera used to

capture the image, etc.). In doi ng so, an initial atte mpt can be made at rec ognizing some portion of the

characters wi thin the distorted im age, d espite the fact that any recognition result m ay be imprecise on

account of the distortion. By way of further illu stration, in certain im plementations other such

rendering/simulation parameters can be esti mated/identified, such as conditions and/or characteristi cs

present in distorted i mage(s) 183, including but not lim ited to fo nts, sizes, sh apes, colors, orientations,

background patterns, and/or inform ation/data on t he surroundi ngs of the characters, su ch as borders

surrounding the characters, adjacent symbols of a known shape and or the background of the char acters.

It should also be noted tha t in other im plementations, such as those where heavy distortion is present in

the distorted im age, no initial identification/estimation of the characters in the distorted image(s) 183 is

performed. Additionall y, in certain im plementations, the refer enced identification/esti mation can be

provided and or received as a user input/selection as will be described in greater detail below, in a manner

known t o those of ordina ry skill in the art. For ex ample, a user can be presented with one or m ore

distorted image(s) 183, and upon revie w of such images can provide one or m ore inputs/selections (such

as to co mputing device 105) that reflect various identif ication(s)/estimation(s) relating to the content of

the distorted image(s) 183.

At this junc ture it should be noted that while the foregoing description refers to the

identification/estimation of the various rendering/simulation parameters such as characters in the distorted

image(s) 183 in a collective manner (that is, the characters are all identified during a single operation), in

other implementations certain aspects of the identific ation/estimation of such c haracters (as well as any

number of the various op erations described in detail herein) can be perform ed on only a portion, set,

and/or grouping 188 of the characters, and/or individually on the characters (e.g., one character at a time).

Furthermore, in certain i mplementations the manner in which the identificati on of such character s are



identified can be guided based on various factors and/or data, such as the quality of the distorted image(s)

183, and spe cifically the qualit y of the characters th at can be identified in dist orted image(s) 183. For

example, each of the characters pr esent in a relativ ely high quality image can be identified individually,

while a group and/or all of the characters in a relativ ely low quality image can be identified together. By

way of further example, one or m ore characters in the distorted image(s) can be grouped and identified

together based on the presence of a defined spacing between one or more of the characters (e.g., a spacing

of 100% of the width of a ty pical character, 75% of the width of a ty pical character, etc.). By way of yet

further example, such groupings can be determined by the extent to which adjustment symbols among the

characters affect each other (for exa mple, due to blur , compression, and/or non-i.i.d. noise). Optionally,

the determination of the characters in a single group is performed based on a known license plate for mat,

irrespective of the content and/or quality of the distorted images 83. For example, as shown in FIGS. 3-

5, character grouping 188 can be utilized to di vide up the characters 188 present in a particular distorted

image 183. It can be appreciated that in FIGS. 3-5, such groupings including: 1) the first two characters

in the distorted image, 2) the m iddle three characters in the distorted image, and 3) t he last two digits in

the distorted image.

Then, at step 215, pr ocessor 0 executing one or more of sof tware modules 130, including,

preferably, recognition m odule 170, configures co mputing device 105 to render one or more im itation

image(s) 186. It should be understood that such imitation image(s) 186 are preferably simulation(s) of the

distorted image, such that they simulate how distorted image 183 would have been likely to appear if not

for the distortion present in the image. FIGS. 3-5 depict examples of such imitation images 186, though it

should be noted that w hile each of FIGS. 3-5 depicts a single im itation im age 186, i n m any

implementations m ultiple i mitation images 186 will be rendered, as will be described in gr eater detai 1

herein. Preferably , im itation im age(s) 186 are rendere d such that they inclu de one or more sim ulated

characters 181 ' . Such simulated characters 18 preferably correspond to one or more characters 181 that

are present (or, at least, ar e estimated or assumed to be present, such as at step 210) within the distorted

image 183. Moreover, such sim ulated characters as well as the im itation image 186 as a whole are

preferably rendered in a manner that attempts to be as similar as possible to that of the distorted image(s)

183, incorporating and/or accounting f or rendering/ simulation parameters su ch as si milar fonts, sizes,

shapes, colors, orientation s, backgroun d patterns, a nd/or inf ormation/data on the surroun dings of the

characters, such as borders surroundin g the character s, adjacent sy mbols of a known shap e and/or the

background of the characters, such as those estimated/identified at step 210. It should also be noted that in

certain implementations, multiple imitation images 186 are rendered, as will be described in greater detail

below with r espect to step 240. Addi tionally, it should be ap preciated that in various implementations,

the simulated characters can be rendered together, in various sets and/or gr oupings of characters, and/or

individually. In certain im plementations, such rendering can also account for cert ain external

information/data, such as inform ation (such as a licen se plate standard) that dictates whic h letters or

numbers must be (or must not be) present in a license plate, the required font, font size, spacing, etc.



At step 220, processor 110 executing one or more of software modules 130, including, preferably,

recognition module 170, configures computing device 105 to process distorted image(s) 183. In doing so,

the presence of one or m ore types of distortion present in distorte d image(s) 183 can be determined, as

well as disto rtion paramet ers that reflect the degree and/or m anner in which such distorti on types are

present in the distorted i mage(s) 183. This deter mination is preferably achieved through the user of

various distortion estimation techniques as are known to those of ordinar y skill i n the art. E xamples of

such distortion t ypes t hat can be present in distorte d im age(s) 183 incl ude but are not i mited to blur

(arising due to cam era blur, m otion, or any number of other reasons), lossy co mpression, interlacing,

pixelization, image noise, atmospheric turbulence, and/ or quantization, while examples of such distortion

parameters include but are not lim ited to the type a nd or degree of blur and/or compression present in a

particular distorted image 183. Moreover, in certai n implementations the presence of cer tain types of

distortion an d/or t he corresponding di stortion parameters in dis torted im age(s) 183 can b e determ ined

based on m etadata 184 tha t is associated with such distorted im age(s) 183. For exam pie, metadata 184

can include information on t he t ype of com pression applied to distorted im age(s) 183, an dthe

degree/manner in which it is applied (for example, a quantization table).

It should be noted that in certain im plementations, one or m ore relate d im age(s) 185 (t hat is,

images that are relat ed to distorted image(s) 183) can be processed in a substantiall y similar fashion, in

order to determ ine the presence of one or more types of distortion and/or dist ortion parameters in such

related image(s) 185. Exam pies of such related image(s) 185 include but are not lim ited to im ages that

are captured from the same source (e.g., a camera) as distorted image 183 and indiv idual frames from a

video t hat are in close chronol ogical proximity t o a particular frame that i s being processed as the

distorted image 183. It ca n be appreciated that such related image(s) 185 are likely to contain distortion

types and/or distortion p arameters of the same o r similar nature to that contained within distorted

image(s) 183, and thus the processing of such rela ted image(s) 185 can provide additional insight with

regard to the determ ination of the types of distorti on and/or the distortion par ameters that are present

within distorted image(s) 183.

It should also be understood that the determination of the types of distortion present in distorted

image(s) 183 is not lim ited to a single type of distortion. Rather, any number of distortion types can be

determined to be present within such distorted image(s) 183. Accordingly, it can be appreciated that each

distortion type can further have one or more corresponding distortion parameters, as describ ed in detail

above.

Additionally, it should be noted that while the foregoing examples have illustrated the

determination of the disto rtion t ype(s) and/or distor tion param eter(s) within the distorted image(s) as

being an automated process occurring at co mputing device 105, in certain im plementations such

determination(s) (or certai n aspects thereof) can be performed by a hum an user. For example, distorte d

image(s) 183 can be presented to a user, and the user, by way of direct or indirect interaction with



computing d evice 105, can provide o ne or more inputs and/or selections that reflect the ty pes of

distortion(s) and/or distort ion param eters that the user has identified (e.g., bl ur, pi xelation, etc., and

degrees ther eof based on a review of the distor ted i mage(s) 183. Moreover, in alternative

implementations a h ybrid approach can be uti lized, wherein th e distortion t ype(s) and/or distortio n

parameter(s) can be determined in an automated fashion, as described above, and such distortion t ype(s)

can be displayed to a user for review and verification of such determination(s).

At step 225, processor 110 executing one or more of software modules 130, including, preferably,

recognition module 170, configures com puting device 105 to determine one o r more distortion model(s)

187 and/or distortion parameters that are to be app lied to imitation image(s) 186, as will be described in

greater detail below. It sh ould be unde rstood that th e distortion model(s) 18 7 that are to be applied

preferably correspond to t he distortion t ype(s) dete rmined at step 220 o be present within distorted

image(s) 183, while the distortion parameters preferably reflect the degree and/or manner in which such

distortion model(s) 187 are to be applied. Thus, for ex ample, if a certain degree of a particular ty pe of

compression and/or blur has been determined to be present within distorted i mage(s) 183, corresponding

distortion model(s) 187 that reflect comparable ty pes of co mpression and/or blur will be utilized in a

comparable manner, preferably on the basis of one or more distortion parameters that reflect com parable

degrees and/or manners of distortion. As will be described in greater detail below, by utilizing distortion

model(s) 187 and/or dist ortion parameters that co rrespond to the distortio n types and/or distortion

parameters determined to be present within distorted image(s) 183, imitation image(s) 186 can ultimately

be distorted (using such distortion model(s) 187 and/or distortion parameters) in a m anner that preferably

reflects the distortion present within distorted image(s) 183.

At this junct ure, it shoul d be understood t hat in certain i plementations, m ultiple distortion

model(s) 187 and/or distortion param eters can be ap plied to im itation im age(s) 186. That is, it can be

appreciated t hat in certain scenarios, such as those where a par ticular distorted i mage 183 is heavily

distorted in one or m ore way s, it m ay be difficult to identify each of the distortion type(s) and/or

distortion parameter(s) present in the distorted im age 183. Accordingl y, in ord er to account for various

alternative possibilities with regard to the distortion type(s) and/or distortion parameter(s) that are present

within the distorted im age, multiple distortion m odel(s) 187, distortion param eters, and/or com binations

of distortion model(s) and/or distortion parameters can be determined. It should be understood that each

of such multiple distortion m odel(s) 187, distort ion param eters, and/or com binations of distortio n

model(s) and /or distortion parameters r epresents one possibility as to the exact nature of the distortion

present in the distorted image(s).

It should also be u nderstood that in c ertain implementations the distortion model(s) 187 and/or

distortion parameters that are to be applied to imitation im age(s) 186 can be deter mined based on

metadata 184 that corresponds to distorted image(s) 183. For example, metadata 184 can indicate that a

particular type of co mpression has b een applied to distorted image(s) 83 and/or the degree and/or



manner in which it is applied (e.g., 20% co mpression, 40% compression, etc. ). Based on this metadata

184, a correspondi ng distortion m odel 187 and/or di stortion parameter can be utilized in a manner that

results in a co mparable degree of com pression being applied t o im itation image(s) 186, as will be

described in greater detail below.

Then, at step 230, pr ocessor 110 executing one or more of sof tware modules 130, including,

preferably, recognition module 170, configures compu ting device 105 t o apply one or m ore distortion

model(s) 187 and/or distortion parameters to imitation image(s) 186. In doing so, one or more distorted

imitation im age(s) are gen erated, reflecting the s ubstance of the imitation im age(s) 186 after having

distortion model(s) 187 and distortion parameters applied.

At step 235, processor 110 executing one or more of software modules 130, including, preferably,

recognition module 170, configures com puting device 105 to com pare the distorted im itation image(s),

such as those generated at step 230, with the distorted image(s) 183. In doing so, one or more similarities

between the distorted i mitation image and the distorted im age 183 can be com puted. In certain

implementations, such similarities r eflect degrees to which the distorted imitation im age(s) and the

distorted image(s) 183 are alike. In other im plementations, such sim ilarities reflect o ne or more

probabilities that the sim ulated character(s) included in the im itation image are present i n the distorte d

image and/or that the distorted im itation image is substantially identical to the distorted im age 183. That

is, it can be appreciated that, as described in de tail above, the imitation im age(s) 186 are preferably

rendered as simulations that are intended to reflect how distorted image(s) 183 might have appeared if not

for the distor tion present in the im age(s) 183, preferab ly includi ng one or more si mulated characters.

Thus, up on distorting t he im itation image(s) 186 in a manner that corresponds to t he distortion

determined to be present in the distorted image(s) 183 (such a s at step 230), it is expec ted that the

distorted imitation image(s) will bear a degree of similarity to the distorted image(s) 183. Accordingly, it

can be appreciated that the degree to which the dist orted im itation im age(s) and the distorted im age(s)

183 are sim ilar also reflects the degree of likelihoo d and/or probabilit y that the sim ulated character(s)

(which were preferably included in the rendering of the i mitation image(s) 186) are also pr esent within

the distorted im age(s) 183. Exam pies of such sim ilarities/probabilities 300 are depicted in FIGS. 3-5,

showing the probabilities of various possible identities of the various characters 181 of distorted images

181.

At this juncture, it should be noted that while the forgoing description (e.g., step 230) has referred

to the ap plication of one or m ore distortion m odel(s) 187 and/or distortion parameters to an im itation

image 186 (thereby generating a distorted imitation image) in certain implementations this process can be

simulated, such as at step 235. That is, rather than actually generating such distorted imitation image(s)

as at step 23 0, imitation images 186 can be processe d together with the appropriate distortion m odel(s)

187 and/ or d istortion para meters (that is, those that correspond t he distortion t ype(s) and/ or distortio n

parameters) determined t o be present in the distor ted i mage(s) 183 and/or a ny related i mage(s) 185)



during the referenced comparison operation. It can be appreciated that in certain scenarios, by sim ulating

the distortion of the im itation image(s) 186 (as opposed to actually performing such distortion, as in step

230), certain processing efficiencies can result, while also ensuring the computation of

similarities/probabilities that are co mparable to those resulting from the co mparison of a distorted

imitation image with its corresponding distorted image 183, as described above.

Moreover, in certain other implementations, certain aspects of the referenc ed operations can be

affirmatively performed (e.g., step 230, referring to th e application of distortion model(s)/parameter(s) to

imitation image(s)), while other aspects can be sim ulated, as described above. For example, in a scenario

where both a blur distortion model/parameter(s) and a co mpression model/parameter(s) are t o be applied

to the i mitation im age(s), the blur distortion m odel/parameter(s) can be affirmatively applied to the

imitation image(s) (such as in the manner described above at step 230) while the co mpression

model/parameter(s) can be simulated, such as in the manner described above (e.g., at step 235). It shoul d

be understood that this illustration is merely exemplary and that effectively any distortion

model/parameter(s) can be affirmatively applied (as at step 230), as well at simulated (as at step 235), as

will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art.

By way of ill ustration of the sim ulation of a di stortion model/parameter(s), it can be appreci ated

that in cert ain i mplementations, such as those whe re the distort ion is JPEG/ MPEG co mpression and

Gaussian noi se, such similarities/probabilities can be co mputed by m ultiplying the probabilities of

equality of each corresponding pair of 8x8 pixel DCT blocks from each of the imitation image(s) 186 and

the distorted image(s) 183, in a manner known to those of ordinary skill in the art.

It can be appreciated that as the DCT transf orm is a linear orthonorm al transform , a DCT

transform of a block of a Gaussian independent noise results in DCT c oefficients w ith Gaussia n

independent noise with the same parameters. Accordingly, in certain i mplementations, this fact can be

utilized to find the probability that an 8x8 pi xel block (I ) of distorted image(s) 183 is equi valent to the

corresponding block of the imitation image(s) 186 ( T ), after distortion by an additive Gaussian noise

(models and param eters o f which can be input at this step) and a JPEG co mpression (DCT transfer m,

quantization and inverse DCT transform):

( ))) - ( ¾ - | +

= -



where ¾ is the 64-length ve ctor of th e image block pixel intensities, T is the 64-length vect or of the

imitation image part pixel intensities, n is the 64-length vector of the image noise magnitudes (in intensity

units, , σ * , D is the DCT tran sform (multiplication by an orthonormal matrix), and Q is the

quantization operator y - q f ·

In cases when the sim ulated character s in im itation im ages 186 are not ful ly gi ven (as, for

example, a rendered license plate part cannot always be divided into an integ er num ber of 8x8 pi xel

blocks) it can be assumed that the unknown pixels of the rendered license plate part have an intensity of a

uniform distribution, or find the nearest block in terms of SSD between the known pixels that still fulfills

the quantization constrains, in a manner known to those of ordinary skill in the art. Formally:

In an alternative implementation, imitation image 186 can be distorted by full JPEG compression

process and then com pared with distort ed image 183, such as by finding the sum of squared differences

(SSD) between the images. The conversion from the SSD to probabilit y is optionally pe rformed by

employing a n approximation to a n ormal distribution of a JPEG co mpression of noised images, in a

manner known to those of ordinary skill in the art.

It should also be noted that in certain implementations, one or more machine learning techniques

and/or algorithms (e.g., artificial neural network, support vector machine, genetic programming, etc.) can

be employed in a m anner known to those of ordi nary skill in the art. In doing so, while co mparing the

distorted imitation image(s), such as th ose generated at step 230, with the distorted image(s) 183, and

determining the similarities/probabilities referenced above, such machine learning techniques can enable

the identification of various aspects and/or trends wit h regard to the si milarities (or lack thereof) between

various distorted imitation image(s) and the distorted im age(s) 183. Over a number of iterations, one or

more rules or guidelines can be establ ished on the b asis of such m achine le arning that c an serve to

improve any number of the operations disclosed herein. By way of example, if a trend is p erceived over

time wherein many or all of the m ost accurate licen se plate identification results are made up of three

letters followed by four numbers (e.g., FDX 3759, RHW 6338, etc.), attempts at identify ing/estimating

the rendering/simulation parameters such as characters within the distorted image (e.g., at step 210) an d

the rendering of imitation image(s) (e.g., at step 215) can be adjusted to account for such perceived trends

(e.g., potential identification attempts that would have otherwise been generated can be ignored if they do

not meet this standard), thus further increasing the operational efficiency of the system.

At step 240, processor 110 executing one or more of software modules 130, including, preferably,

recognition module 170, configures computing device 105 to repeat one or more of the ste ps referenced



herein, including but not limited to steps 215-23 5. That is, it can be appreciated that a particular distorted

image 183 can have one or more images, such as related image(s) 185 that bear certain degrees of relation

to the particular distorted im age. For exam pie, one or more images captured in close chronol ogical

proximity to one another (e.g., adjacent or proximate frames within a video file) can share many common

elements. As such, it can be further appreciated that repeating one or more of the referenced steps (e.g.,

steps 215-235) can process such images in a manner substantially similar to the way in which an initial

image (i.e., the distorted image) was processed. In doing so, the processing o f any particular additional

image(s) can confirm and /or conflict with/differ from results generated by the processing of any other

image(s). For example, with reference to both FIGS. 4-5, it can be appreciated that distorted images 183

include Frames 1-5. Thus, it can be appreciated that upon completion of the various operations described

in detail above with regard to on e of the fra mes, such operations can be repeated for another of the

frames. In certain alterna tive implementations, such operations (that is, the processing of each of such

frames individually) can be achieved in parallel through parallel processing, in a manner known to thos e

of ordinary skill in the art.

Moreover, as noted above with respect to step 2 15, in certain im plementations multiple imitation

images 186 are rendered. Such implementations can be particularly effective in settings where a nu mber

of possibilities as to the identity of one or more of the characters present in the distorted image(s) 183 are

estimated/identified. As described in detail above, when multiple imitation images 186 are rendered, each

such im itation image 186 is preferably a sim ulation of distorted i mage 183 in a manner that sim ulates

how distorted image 183 might have appeared if not for the distortion present in the image, including one

or more simulated characters. Howev er, in im plementations where multiple imitation images 186 are

rendered, it is preferable that each individual imitation im age 186 be rendered with a unique set,

combination, and/or gr ouping of sim ulated character s, ea ch of which preferably reflects one of the

number of possibilities as to the identity of one or more of the characters present in the distorted image(s)

183. It can be appreciated that by rendering each imitation image 186 with a unique set, combination,

and or grouping of sim ulated characters, each r espective i mitation im age 186, when processed in the

manner described herein, will return a different similarity/probability with regard to its equivalence with

distorted image(s) 183, such as in the manner described in detail with respect to step 235. Accordingly, it

can be further appreciated that by comparing such similarities/probabilities with one another, one or more

greatest/best or most likel y sim ilarities/probabilities can be identified, as will be described in greater

detail below. The unique set(s), combination(s), and/or grouping(s) of simulated characters present in the

imitation images that are identified as having the greatest or most likely similarities/probabilities can thus

be identified as the characters most likely to be present in distorted image(s) 183.

Moreover, in certain im plementations, the va rious computed similarities/pro babilities can be

combined to form a single composite similarity/probability, in a manner known to those of ordinary skill

in the art (for exam pie, as illustrated in the 'Com bined Probabilities' depicted in FIG. 4). By way of

illustration, a respective p robability can be co mputed for each set or groupi ng of characters/digits,



together with the applied rendering/simulation parameters and distortion m odel(s)/parameter(s). Such

respective probabilities (generated for each of the various combinations of characters/digits) can then be

combined in order to generate a co mposite similarity/probability for each com bination of

characters/digits.

At step 245, processor 110 executing one or more of software modules 130, including, preferably,

recognition module 170, configures co mputingde vice 10 5 to weight one or more of th e

similarities/probabilities, such as those co mputed at step 235. That is, in scenarios where multiple

similarities/probabilities are computed (as referenced above with respect to step 240), one or more of such

similarities/probabilities can be weighted in order to account for various additional inform ation, factors,

and/or considerations that can either increas e or decrease the i mportance, value, and/or accuracy of a

particular similarity/probability. By way of example, a certain distorted imitation image, when compared

with distorted image(s) 1 83, m ight return a relati vely 1ow similarity /probability, indie ating that the

distorted im itation image is not particularly sim ilar to the distorted image 183, and thus the sim ulated

characters present in the distorted im itation im age appear unlikely to be present in the dis torted im age

183. Howev er, certain ex ternal information can in dicate that the sim ulated characters present in the

distorted imitation image have an increased likelihoo d of being present in the distorted im age(s) 183 (for

instance, if such sim ulated characters, such as a license plate prefix, correspond to a particular vehicle

type that is more common than other vehicle types). In such a scenario, despite the objective unlikelihood

(based solely on the co mparison of the distorted imitation image and the distorted i mage(s) 183) that the

simulated ch aracters in the distorted im itation image are present in the distorted im age(s) 183, this

similarity/probability result can be ascri bed increased importance (that is, a weighting) that reflects the

fact that this result also has a greater 1 ikelihood of accuracy based on certain external information, as

described above.

At step 250, processor 110 executing one or more of software modules 130, including, preferably,

recognition module 170, configures co mputing device 105 to co mpare an d/or com bine each of the

computed similarities/probabilities (such as those com puted at step 235, particularly in scenarios where

multiple si milarities/probabilities are com puted) wi th one another. In certain im plementations, the

similarities/probabilities can be norm alized for all po ssible sets of characters (s uch as in a li cense plate)

such that the ir sum is 1, over all para meter s ets. Based on the com parison and or com bination of the

computed similarities/probabilities, one or more most accurate similarities/probabilities can be identified.

Then, at step 255, pr ocessor 110 executing one or more of sof tware modules 130, including,

preferably, recognition module 170, configures compu ting device 105 to i dentify the characters in th e

distorted image 183 based on the si milarity/probability. That is, based on the m ost accur ate

similarities/probabilities, such as those identified at step 250, the characters present in the distorted im age

183 can be identified. Preferably, such characters are identified as equivalent characters to the sim ulated

characters present in the imitation image(s) 186 that was/were ultimately determined to be most similar to



the distorted i mage, on the basis of the various op erations and processe s des cribed herein. As noted

above, given the similarity between the distorted imitation image(s) and the distorted image(s) 183, it can

be concluded that the absence of such distortions in distorted i mage(s) 183 would result in an image

comparable to the im itation im age(s) 186 on wh ose basis the distorted im itation im ages (which the

distorted image(s) 183 was/were determ ined to be most similar to) were generated. And, b eing that such

imitation image(s) 186 were rendered to include certain sim ulated characters, it can be further concluded

that the characters in the distorted im age(s) 183 (which previous ly co uld not be recognized with an y

degree of ac curacy, if at all) are equivalent to those si mulated characters included in the referenc ed

imitation image(s) 186.

At step 260, processor 110 executing one or more of software modules 130, including, preferably,

recognition module 170, configures computing device 105 to output the characters and or the sim ilarities.

That is, in certain implementations the simulated characters that were identified as being the characters in

distorted image(s) 183 (such as at step 255) can be di splayed, such as at a display device (not shown) or

otherwise output or trans mitted, while in other im plementations the im itation im ages that incorporate

such simulated characters (and thus can be understood to be the most accurate rendering of what distorted

image(s) 183 might look like without the presence of distortion in the distorted image(s)) can be similarly

displayed or otherwise output or transmitted. Similarly, in other implementations various aspects of the

various sim ilarities and/or probabilities (such as tables, charts, and/or lists, s uch as those depicted in

FIGS. 3-5, depicting the various similarities a nd/or probabilities as co mputed during the process

described in detail above, such as at steps 235 and/or 250.

At this juncture, it should be noted that although much of the foregoing de scription has been

directed to sy stems and methods for recognizing char acters within a distorted image, the sy stems and

methods disclosed herein can be si milarly deploy ed and/or im plemented in scenarios, situations, and

settings far beyond the referenced scenarios. It can be readily appreciated that recognition sy stem 100

can be effectively employed in practically any scenario where improved recognition of distorted data is of

value. It sh ould be further understood that an y such implementation and/or deployment is within the

scope of the systems and methods described herein.

For exam pie, the sy stems and methods describe d herein can b e readily ad apted to enhance

recognition o f various audio signals and/or files. It can be appreciated that various audio recognition

techniques can be performed on audio signals and/or files, sue h as DTMF recognition a nd/or speech

recognition, as are known to those of ordinary skill in the art. However, it can be further appreciated that

various types of distortion can be present in such audio signals a nd/or files, such as compression and/or

volume distortion. Traditionally , the presence of such distortion resulted in an inability to achieve

accurate recognition results using c onventional recognition techniques. However, using the methods and

systems described herein, accurat e recogniti on proc essing can b e perfor med on such distorted audi o

signals and/or files, substantiall y in the manner described in detail above with r egard to FIG. 2. As will



be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art, the various operations described with regard to FIG. 2 can

be adapted and/or configured such that they operate on audio signals and/or files, as opposed to im ages.

It can also be appreciated that in such an im plementation, the various distorted image(s) 183,

metadata/prior data 184, related image(s) 185, im itation image(s) 186, and dist ortion m odel(s) 187 are

similarly adapted and/or configured to correspond to appropriate audio signal/file related elem ents. In

doing so, it c an be appreciated that a distorted a udio signal/file can be processed by generating one or

more imitation audio signals/files, applying one or more distortion models and/or distortion parameters to

such imitation audio signals/files, and comparing/combining the results of the distortion of the imitation

audio signals/files with th e distorted audio signals/files to co mpute similarities/probabilities that indicate

which of the i mitation audio signals/files ar e most similar to th e distorted audio signals/f iles, thereby

enabling an accurate recognition of the distorted audio signals/files, substantially in the manner described

in detail above with regard to distorted image(s) and depicted in FIG. 2.

By way of further exam pie, the sy stems and methods described herein can be readily adapted to

enhance recognition of various three-di mensional models and/or files. It can be appreciated that various

three-dimensional recognit ion techniq ues can be perfo rmed on t hree-dimensional m odels and/or files,

such as three-dimensional car image rendering(s), as are known to those of ordinary ski 11 in the art.

However, it can be furth er appreci ated that various ty pes of distortion can be present in such three-

dimensional models and/or files, such as blur and camera distortion. Traditionally, the presence of such

distortion resulted in an inabilit y to achieve accura te recognition results using conventional recognition

techniques. However, using the methods and systems described herein, accurate recognition processing

can be performed on such distorted thr ee-dimensional models and/or files, substantially in the manner

described in detail above with regard to FIG. 2. As will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art,

the various operations described with regard to FIG. 2 can be adapted and/or configured su ch that they

operate on three-di mensional m odels and/or files. It can al so be appreciated that i n such an

implementation, the vari ous distorted im age(s) 18 3, m etadata/prior data 1 84, related image(s) 185,

imitation image(s) 186, and distortion model(s) 187 are similarly adapted and/or configured to correspond

to appropriate three-dimensional model/file related elements. In doing so, it can be appreciated that a

distorted thre e-dimensional m odel/file can be pr ocessed by generating one or m ore i mitation three-

dimensional models/files, applying one or m ore distortion models and/or dist ortion parameters to such

imitation three-di mensional models/files, and co mparing/combining the results of the distortion of the

imitation three-di mensional models/files with the distorted three-dim ensional models/files to co mpute

similarities/probabilities that indicate which of the imitation three-di mensional models/files are most

similar to the distorted thr ee-dimensional models/files, thereby enabling an a ccurate re cognition of the

distorted three-dimensional model/file, substantially in the m anner described in detail above with regard

to distorted image(s) and depicted in FIG. 2.

It can be appreciated that a practically unlimited number of additional exam pies, scenarios, and

applications exist that can benefit from the recogn ition systems and m ethods described herein. Several



such applications are in forensic setting s (e.g., anal yzing an image or a video of a vehicle in which the

license plate cannot be recognized by a hum an because of i mage distort ion due to blur, noise,

compression, and other factors, but the license plate standard is known, as described herei n), standard

license plate recognition (e.g., electronic toll collecti on, etc.), shipping containe r label recognition, plane

label recognition, logo recognition, painting recognition, and facial recognition.

It is to be understood t hat like num erals in th e dr awings represent like elements throug h the

several figures, and that not all com ponents and or steps described and illustr ated with reference to the

figures are required for all em bodiments or arrangeme nts. It should also be underst ood that th e

embodiments, implementations, and/or arrangements of the systems and methods disclosed herein can be

incorporated as a software algorithm , application, program , module, or co de residing in hardware,

firmware and/or on a computer useable mediu m (including software modules and browser plug-ins) that

can be execu ted in a processor of a co mputer system or a co mputing device to configure the processor

and/or ot her elem ents to perform the functions a nd/or operations described herein. It shoul d be

appreciated that according to at least on e embodiment, one or more computer programs, modules, and/or

applications that when executed perfor m methods of the present invention need not reside on a single

computer or processor, but can be dist ributed in a m odular f ashion am ongst a nu mber o f different

computers or processors to implement various aspects of the systems and methods disclosed herein.

Thus, illustrative em bodiments and arrangements o f the present systems and methods provide a

computer implem ented method, com puter system, and co mputer progra m product for im proved

recognition processing. The flowchart and block diag rams in the figures illustrate the architecture,

functionality, and operation of possi ble im plementations of sy stems, methods and co mputer program

products according to various em bodiments and arrangements. In this regard, each block in the flowchar t

or block diagra ms can represent a module, segment, or portion of code, whic h comprises one or more

executable instructions for implementing the specified logical function(s). It should also be noted that, in

some alternative implementations, the functions noted in the block may occur out of the order noted in the

figures. For exa mple, t wo blocks shown in succes sion may, in fact, be executed substantially

concurrently, or the blocks may so metimes be executed in the reverse order, depending upo n the

functionality involved. It will also be noted that ea ch block of the block diagrams and/or flowchart

illustration, a nd com binations of blocks in the bl ock diagrams and/or flow chart illustration, can be

implemented by special purpose hardwa re-based systems that perform the spe cified functions or act s, or

combinations of special purpose hardware and computer instructions.

The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is

not intended to be lim iting of the invention. As used herein, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are

intended to include the plural form s as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will be

further understood that the ter ms "com prises" and/or "comprising", when used in this specification,

specify the presenc e of st ated features, integers, st eps, operations, ele ments, and/or components, but do



not preclude the presence or addition of one or m ore other features, inte gers, steps, operations, ele ments,

components, and/or groups thereof.

It should be noted that use of ordinal ter ms such as "first," "second," "third," etc., in the claims to

modify a claim element does not by itself connote any priority, precedence, or order of one claim element

over another or the temporal order in which acts of a method are performed, but are used merely as labels

to distinguish one claim element having a certain name from another elem ent having a same nam e (but

for use of the ordinal term) to distinguish the claim elements.

Also, the phraseology and terminology used herein is for the purpose of descr iption and should

not be regarded as limiting. The use of "including," "comprising," or "having," "containing," "involving,"

and variations thereof herein, is m eant to encompass the items listed thereafter and equivalents thereof as

well as additional items.

The subject matter described a bove is provi ded by way of ill ustration o nly and shoul d not be

construed as limiting. Various modifications and ch anges can be made to the subject matter described

herein without foil owing the exam pie em bodiments and appl ications illustrated and described, and

without depa rting from the true spirit and scope of the present invention, which is set f orth in the

following claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A method for recognizing one or more characters within a distorted im age using a co mputing

device, the method comprising:

(a) rendering, with a processor executing code, an imitation image;

(b) applying one or more distortion m odels to the im itation image, thereby generating a

distorted imitation image;

(c) comparing the distorted imitation image with the distorted image in order to compute

a similarity between the distorted imitation image and the distorted image; and

(d) identifying the characters based on the similarity.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the i mitation image is r endered based on at least one defined

standard.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the defined standard is a license plate standard.

4. The method of claim 1, further co mprising: prior t he rendering step, estimating one or more

rendering parameters from the distorted image.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the rendering parameter s are estimated based on at least o ne of:

an esti mation of the cha racters, prior data rela ting to at least one of the characters an d the

distorted image, and metadata relating to at least one of the characters and the distorted image.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the imitation image co mprises one or more simulated characters

that correspond to the on e or more ch aracters within the distorted image, the identif ying step

further comprising identifying the characters as the simulated characters based on the similarity.

7. The method of claim 1, further co mprising: prior the applying step, determ ining the one or more

distortion models to be ap plied to the imitation image based on metadata that corresponds to the

distorted image.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the metadata co mprises at le ast one of a compression ty pe and

compression parameters.

9. The method of claim 1, further co mprising: processing the distort ed image in order to determine

one or more distortion types present in the distorted image.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the one or m ore distortion models applied to the imitation image

correspond to the one or more distortion types present in the distorted image.



11. The method of clai m 1, further comprising: pr ocessing one or more i mages relat ed to the

distorted im age in order to determ ine one or m ore distortion ty pes present in the one or more

images related to the distorted image.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the one or m ore distortio n models applied to the im itation

image correspond to the one or more distortion types present in the one or more images related to

the distorted image.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the imitation imag e comprises one or more simulated characters

that correspond to the one or m ore characters w ithin t he disto rted image, the one or more

simulated characte rs ac counting for at least one of: viewing angle, color, size, space bet ween

characters and imaging model.

14. The method of clai m 1, wherein the one or more distortion m odels comprise at least one of: a

blur model, a lossy compression model, an interlacing model, a pixelization model, a image noise

model, an atmospheric turbulence model, and a quantization model.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the distorted image comprises a plurality of distorted images, the

method further comprising: repeating steps (a) - (c) for each of a plurality of distorted images.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising: comparing each of the computed similarities with

one another in order to identify a most accurate simulation.

17. The method of claim 15, further com prising: com bining the computed sim ilarities in order to

identify a most accurate simulation.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising: weighting at least one of the com puted similarities

based on an external probability.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein the distorted image comprises a plurality of distorted images, the

method further co mprising: repeating steps (a) - (b ) for each of a plurality of distorted images,

wherein the co mparing step co mprises co mparing each of the distorted im itation images

generated at the each r espective iterat ion of step (b) with the distorted images in order to

compute a composite similarity across the distorted imitation images and the distorted images.

20. The method of claim 1, wherein the imitation imag e comprises one or more simulated characters

that correspond to the o ne or m ore characters within the distorted image, and wherein the

similarity com prises a probabilit y that the one or m ore si mulated charact ers are present i n the

distorted image.

21. The method of claim 15, wherein the imitation image comprises one or more simulated characters

that correspond to the o ne or m ore characters within the distorted image, and wherein the



similarity comprises a probabilit y that the one or more simulated characters are present i n the

distorted images.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the probabilities for the plur ality of distorted i mages are

combined to com pute a composite probabilit y that the one or more si mulated characters are

present in the distorted images.

23. The method of clai m 1, further com prising: outputt ing at least one of the c haracters and the

similarity.

24. A method for recognizing one or more characters within a distorted im age using a co mputing

device, the method comprising:

(a) rendering, with a processor executing code , an i mitation i mage, the i mitation image

comprising a simulation of the distorted image;

(b) comparing the imitation image with the distorted image by

i. simulating a distortion of the imitation image, and

ii. computing a si milarity between the dist orted si mulation of the imitation image

and the distorted image; and

(c) identifying the characters based on the similarity.

25. A method for recognizing one or more characters within a distorted im age using a co mputing

device, the method comprising:

(a) rendering, with a processor executing code, an imitation image;

(b) applying at least a first distortion m odel to the im itation im age, thereby generating an

initially distorted imitation image;

(c) comparing the initially distorted imitation image with the distorted image by

i. simulating a further distortion of the initially distorted im itation image, the

further distortion comprising at least a second distortion model, and

ii. computing a sim ilarity between the further distort ion of the initially distort ed

imitation image and the distorted image; and

(d) identifying the characters based on the similarity.

26. A method for processing a distorted data elem ent using a com puting device, the method

comprising:



(a) receiving the distorted data element;

(b) rendering, with a processo r executing code, a plurality of im itation data elements,

each of the imitation data elements comprising a unique undistorted simulation of the

distorted data element;

(c) determining one or more distortion models to be applied to each of the im itation data

elements, the one or more distortion models being applied based on at least one of:

i. metadata that corresponds to the distorted data element,

ii. a processing of the distorted data ele ment in order to deter mine one or more

distortion types present in the distorted data element, and

iii. a processing of one or more data elements r elated to the distorted dat a

element in order to determine one or more distortion types present in the one

or more data elements related to the distorted data element;

(d) applying the one or m ore distortion m odels to each of the i mitation data ele ments,

thereby generating a plurality of distorted imitation data elements;

(e) comparing each of the distorted im itation data elements with t he distorted data

element in order to com pute a similarity between each respective distorted imitation

data element and the distorted data element;

(f) comparing each of the com puted similarities with one another in order to ide ntify a

most accurate simulation; and

(g) outputting at least one of: each of the computed similarities and the most accurate

simulation.

27. The method of clai m 26, wherein the distorted data element com prises at least one of an audio

file and a three-dimensional model.

28. A method for processing a distorted data elem ent using a com puting device, the method

comprising:

(a) receiving the distorted data element;

(b) rendering, with a processo r executing code, a plurality of im itation data elements,

each of the imitation data elements comprising a unique undistorted simulation of the

distorted data element;



(c) determining at least a fir st distortion model and a second dist ortion m odel to be

applied to each of the imitation data elements based on at least one of:

i. metadata that corresponds to the distorted data element,

ii. a processing of the distorted data ele ment in order to deter mine one or more

distortion types present in the distorted data element, and

iii. a processing of one or more data elements r elated to the distorted dat a

element in order to determine one or more distortion types present in the one

or more data elements related to the distorted data element;

(d) applying at least the first distortion m odel to each of the im itation data ele ments,

thereby generating a plurality of initially distorted imitation data elements;

(e) comparing each of the plur ality of initially distorted imitation data elements wit h the

distorted data element by

i. simulating a respective further distortion of each of the initially distorted

imitation data ele ments, the respective further distortion com prising at least the

second distortion model, and

ii. computing a si milarity between e ach respective further distortion of each of the

initially distorted imitation data elements and the distorted data element;

(f) based on the com paring, co mputing a si milarity between e ach respective f urther

distortion of each of the i nitially distorted imitation data elements and the distorted

data element;

(g) comparing each of the com puted similarities with one another in order to ide ntify a

most accurate simulation; and

(h) outputting at least one of: each of the computed similarities an the most accurate

simulation.

29. A method for processing a distorted data elem ent using a com puting device, the method

comprising:

(a) receiving the distorted data element;

(b) rendering, with a processo r executing code, a plurality of im itation data elements,

each of the imitation data elements comprising a unique undistorted simulation of the

distorted data element;



(c) determining one or more distortion models to be applied to each of the im itation data

elements, the one or more distortion models being applied based on at least one of:

i. metadata that corresponds to the distorted data element,

ii. a processing of the distorted data ele ment in order to deter mine one or more

distortion types present in the distorted data element, and

iii. a processing of one or more data elements r elated to the distorted dat a

element in order to determine one or more distortion types present in the one

or more data elements related to the distorted data element;

(d) applying the one or m ore distortion models to each of the i mitation data ele ments,

thereby generating a plurality of distorted imitation data elements;

(e) comparing each of the distorted im itation data elements with t he distorted data

element in order to generate a co mposite similarity between the di storted imitation

data elements and the distorted data element; and

(f outputting at least the composite similarity.

30. A system comprising: one or more processors configured to interact with a computer-readable

medium in order to perform operations comprising:

(a) rendering, with a processo r executing code, an im itation image, the imitation image

comprising a simulation of a distorted image having one or more characters;

(b) applying one or more distortion m odels to the im itation image, thereby generating a

distorted imitation image;

(c) comparing the distorted imitation image with the distorted image in order to compute

a similarity between the distorted imitation image and the distorted image; and

(d) identifying the characters based on the similarity.

31. A sy stem comprising: one or more processors configured to interact with a computer-readable

medium in order to perform operations comprising:

(a) receiving a distorted data element;

(b) rendering, with a processor executing code, a plurality of imitation data elements;

(c) determining one or more distortion models to be applied to each of the im itation data

elements based on at least one of:



i. metadata that corresponds to the distorted data element,

ii. a processing of the distorted data ele ment in order to deter mine one or more

distortion types present in the distorted data element, and

iii. a processing of one or more data elements r elated to the distorted dat a

element in order to determine one or more distortion types present in the one

or more data elements related to the distorted data element;

(d) applying the one or m ore distortion m odels to each of the i mitation data ele ments,

thereby generating a plurality of distorted imitation data elements;

(e) comparing each of the distorted im itation data elements with t he distorted data

element in order to com pute a si milarity between each respective distorted im itation

data element and the distorted data element;

(f comparing each of the com puted similarities with one another in order to ide ntify a

most accurate simulation; and

(g) outputting at least one of: each of the computed si milarities an d the most accurate

simulation.

A co mputer storage medium encoded with a co mputer program , the program co mprising

instructions that when executed by a data processing apparatus cause the data processing

apparatus to perform operations comprising:

(a) rendering an imitation image;

(b) applying one or more distortion m odels to the im itation image, thereby generating a

distorted imitation image;

(c) comparing the distorted imitation image with the distorted image in order to compute

a similarity between the distorted imitation image and the distorted image; and

(d) identifying the characters based on the similarity.

A co mputer storage medium encoded with a co mputer program , the program co mprising

instructions that when executed by a data processing apparatus cause the data processing

apparatus to perform operations comprising:

(a) receiving a distorted data element;

(b) rendering a plurality of imitation data elem ents, each of the im itation data elements

comprising a unique undistorted simulation of the distorted data element;



(c) determining one or more distortion models to be applied to each of the im itation data

elements based on at least one of:

i. metadata that corresponds to the distorted data element,

ii. a processing of the distorted data ele ment in order to deter mine one or more

distortion types present in the distorted data element, and

iii. a processing of one or more data elements r elated to the distorted dat a

element in order to determine one or more distortion types present in the one

or more data elements related to the distorted data element;

(d) applying the one or m ore distortion m odels to each of the i mitation data ele ments,

thereby generating a plurality of distorted imitation data elements;

(e) comparing each of the distorted im itation data elements with t he distorted data

element in order to com pute a similarity between each respective distorted imitation

data element and the distorted data element;

(f) comparing each of the com puted similarities with one another in order to ide ntify a

most accurate simulation; and

(g) outputting at least one of: each of the computed similarities and the most accurate

simulation.
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